Toothiana, Queen Of The Tooth Fairy Armies (The Guardians)
Synopsis

Beware a tooth fairy queen scorned in this, the third chapter book of Academy Award winner William Joyce’s The Guardians series. There’s a lot more to this tooth-swiping sprite than meets the eye! When last we heard, the Guardians were resting easy with the knowledge that the children of Santoff Clausen were finally safe from Pitch’s dastardly plans. But is it all a ruse, a scheme, a lull the evil Nightmare King has deviously concocted? Whatever Pitch’s plans, what he doesn’t know is that there’s a new Guardian in town, and she’s not the type to forget old grudges. Actually, she’s not the type to forget anything—because this Guardian is none other than Toothiana, the Tooth Fairy herself. She’s fierce and fast and crossing her will lead to a multitude of troubles. And, it turns out that, well, all those teeth she has been collecting? They contain memories. The forgotten memories of childhood—including the memories of how to fly. Young Katherine is hopeful that these memories might help her to remember her parents. The Guardians hope they'll offer even further protection from Pitch. You can see how this information would be invaluable to our heroes. ?But it could also be invaluable to Pitch.
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Customer Reviews
I pre-ordered this book after falling in love with the earlier ones in the series, This one, like the others introduces us to an "origin" like story of a character we all thought we knew, the toothfairy! In the earlier books we are introduced to the man who will become Santa Claus and the Pooka known as E. Aster Bunny. Together all of these Guardians band together to battle Pitch, the master of all your nightmares. This is a wonderful addition to the series and I can't wait for there to be more. I would recommend purchasing it as well as the others. They are great books to read to your kids at bedtime and will for sure have them dreaming of beautiful things and little fairies who will be collecting their teeth! Enjoy!

I own all the guardians books and saw the movie(it was amazing go see it!!) This book gives a fresh and dazzling look to the tooth fairy that left me spellbound. I would totally recommend it!!!

I love these books and i’m a 57 year old grandmother. I got the first book for my grandson to put on my old kindle that i gave him. I got a new kindle fire and love the cloud. anything i get for him,I can read also. that’s how i got started on these books and i love them. If you get these for your kids or grand kids, please read them with them. you'll be glad you did!

I have a second grader that loves this series. I gave him the first book for Christmas and he loved it so much that he spent his own money to purchase the second and third book. He is disappointed to learn he has to wait until September to order the fourth book.

I’d been attracted to this series thanks to the movie, but after reading these books I’m just drawn into them! Like the title says it has some pretty dark themes, but nothing too extreme, just unexpected. Either way the story was captivating and the illustrations were lovely.

William Joyce has taken well known characters and flushed out their backgrounds much differently than one might imagine and it can be somewhat dark for beloved characters (Tooth Fairy, Easter Bunny, Santa, SandMan), but they are thoughtful stories which both my son and I enjoy and as each book ends there is a lot of anticipation for the next one which I wish was available now, but September is coming...

This is a great installment in The Guardians Series. I love these books and I must say that they make me appreciate the movie more in knowing how the Guardians became guardians. I can't wait
for the Sandman book.

My son and I have been reading this at night at bedtime. I was afraid I myself wouldn't be interested and would find a children's story tedious. But I am as interested in the outcome as he is, maybe more so, because when he's falling asleep, I ask him, Are you sure you don’t want just one more chapter?? We love the story of Katherine and her friends, especially Nightlight. The backstory of Toothiana, our beloved Tooth Fairy, explains everything we ever wanted to know.
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